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The Oxford Companion to Canadian History
Dedicated to the Sailors and Marines who lost their lives on the final voyage of USS
Indianapolis and to those who survived the torment at sea following its sinking.
plus the crews that risked their lives in rescue ships. The USS Indianapolis (CA-35)
was a decorated World War II warship that is primarily remembered for her worst
15 minutes. . This ship earned ten (10) battle stars for her service in World War II
and was credited for shooting down nine (9) enemy planes. However, this fame
was overshadowed by the first 15 minutes July 30, 1945, when she was struck by
two (2) torpedoes from Japanese submarine I-58 and sent to the bottom of the
Philippine Sea. The sinking of Indianapolis and the loss of 880 crew out of 1,196
--most deaths occurring in the 4-5 day wait for a rescue delayed --is a tragedy in
U.S. naval history. This historical reference showcases primary source documents
to tell the story of Indianapolis, the history of this tragedy from the U.S. Navy
perspective. It recounts the sinking, rescue efforts, follow-up investigations,
aftermath and continuing communications efforts. Included are deck logs to better
understand the ship location when she sunk and testimony of survivors and
participants. For additional historical publications produced by the U.S. Naval
History and Heritage Command, please check out these resources here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/naval-history-heritage-command Year 2016
marked the 71st anniversary of the sinking and another spike in public attention on
the loss -- including a big screen adaptation of the story, talk of future films,
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documentaries, and planned expeditions to locate the wreckage of the warship.

The Publishers Weekly
Previously published under the title: The battle of Lundy's Lane: On the Niagara in
1814.

The Antarctic Dictionary
Aerospace International
Expedition to the North Pole from Ellesmere Island, Northwest Territories, using
snowmobiles, leader Ralph Plaisted.

Army, Navy, Air Force Journal
'Book Review Index' provides quick access to reviews of books, periodicals, books
on tape and electronic media representing a wide range of popular, academic and
professional interests. More than 600 publications are indexed, including journals
and national general interest publications and newspapers. 'Book Review Index' is
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available in a three-issue subscription covering the current year or as an annual
cumulation covering the past year.

Publishers' Weekly
Books in Print
The world’s most isolated continent has spawned some of the most unusual words
in the English language. In the space of a mere century, a remarkable vocabulary
has evolved to deal with the extraordinary environment and living organisms of the
Antarctic and subantarctic. Here, for the first time, is a complete guide to the origin
and definitions of Antarctic words. Like other historical dictionaries, The Antarctic
Dictionary gives the reader quotations for each word. These quotations are the lifeblood of the dictionary — more than 15 000 quotations from about 1000 different
sources give the reader a unique insight into the way the language of Antarctica
has evolved. The reader will find out what it means to be slotted, the shortcomings
of homers, the joys of a donga and the hazards of a growler. The Antarctic
Dictionary has been meticulously researched, and will appeal to all those who have
been to the frozen continent or have ever dreamed of going there. It will also
appeal to those fascinated by the development of language. With a forward by Sir
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Ranulph Fiennes.

Training to Fly - Military Flight Training 1907-1945
Motorized Obsessions
"Its range is far broader than the majority of methods texts, being concerned with
both human and physical geography Given the seriousness with which Key
Methods in Geography approaches all aspects of research, it will continue to find
wide favour among undergraduate geographers." - Times Higher Education
Textbook Guide "All geographers, whatever their interest, need to do research.
This book will help them get started in the best possible way, with thoughtful
advice on everything from project design, through choice of methods, to data
analysis and presentation. The editors have assembled an impressive array of
authors, all experts in their chosen field." - Tim Burt, University of Durham
"Excellent book. Valuable teaching aid. Well written and covers a wide range of
methods thoroughly." - Sue Rodway-Dyer, Exeter University "This is an excellent
book and deals with a number of topics (which I teach) outside of the tutorial
module where it is a recommended text for geographers. A very useful textbook
throughout a 3 year Geography programme." - Ian Harris, Bangor University Key
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Methods in Geography is an introduction to the principal methodological issues
involved in the collection, analysis and presentation of geographical information. It
is unique in the reference literature for providing an overview of qualitative and
quantitative methods for human and physical geography. An accessible primer, it
will be used by students as a reference throughout their degree, on all issues from
research design to presentation. This second edition has been fully revised and
updated and includes new chapters on internet mediated research, diaries as a
research method, making observations and measurements in the field, and the
analysis of natural systems. Organized into four sections: Getting Started in
Geographical Research; Generating and Working with Data in Human Geography;
Generating and Working with Data in Physical Geography; Representing and
Interpreting Geographical Data; each chapter comprises: A short definition A
summary of the principal arguments A substantive 5,000-word discussion Use of
real-life examples Annotated notes for further reading. The teaching of research
methods is integral to all geography courses: Key Methods in Geography, 2nd
Edition explains all of the key methods with which geography undergraduates must
be conversant.

Cross & Cockade Journal
From dirt bikes and jet skis to weed wackers and snowblowers, machines powered
by small gas engines have become a permanent—and loud—fixture in American
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culture. But fifty years of high-speed fun and pristine lawns have not come without
cost. In the first comprehensive history of the small-bore engine and the
technology it powers, Paul R. Josephson explores the political, environmental, and
public health issues surrounding one of America's most dangerous pastimes. Each
chapter tells the story of an ecosystem within the United States and the devices
that wreak havoc on it—personal watercraft (PWCs) on inland lakes and rivers; allterrain vehicles (ATVs) in deserts and forests; lawn mowers and leaf blowers in
suburbia. In addition to environmental impacts, Josephson discusses the
development and promotion of these technologies, the legal and regulatory efforts
made to improve their safety and environmental soundness, and the role of
owners' clubs in encouraging responsible operation. Synthesizing information from
medical journals, recent environmental research, nongovernmental organizations,
and manufacturers, Josephson's compelling history leads to one irrefutable
conclusion: these machines cannot be operated without loss of life and loss of
habitat.

Where Right and Glory Lead!
This is the first published study in English of Russian trade and commercial
relations with China from the Treaty of Kiakhta (1727) to the early nineteenth
century. It is a study in Russian economic and entrepreneurial history, focusing on
Russian state economic policy and activity concerning China. It dwells at length on
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the state monopolies, but at the same time private trade with China and the
Chinese is also fully explored. Originally published 1969. A UNC Press Enduring
Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital technology to make
available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of
print. These editions are published unaltered from the original, and are presented
in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural
value.

Key Methods in Geography
The Bookseller
Catalogue of the San Francisco Free Public Library, Short
Titles: Nov. 1880
The Continental Army
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Working People in Alberta
Catalogue of the San Francisco Free Public Library
The published works are derived from the Zoological catalogue of Australia
database. Taxa in the Australian fauna are divided among volumes to form sets of
about 1800-2000 species available names, such that each volume comprises the
whole or part of one or more major groups.

Who Really Made Your Car?
Stratospheric Flight
In November 1940, 44 young military cadets graduated from the first Army Air
Corps Navigational Class at Miami University in Coral Gables, Florida. The cadets
came from all parts of the United States-from the urban areas of the East Coast,
westward to the Appalachian Mountains, to the Midwest and prairie states, to the
Rocky Mountains, and the West Coast. These young men came from the inner
cities, the farmlands, the mountains, and coastal regions, and they were all
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volunteers. Most were college-educated and in the prime of life. World War II was
raging in Europe and it was becoming increasingly difficult for the United States to
remain neutral. A few farsighted men in our small Army Air Corps saw the essential
requirement for trained celestial navigators in our military aircraft. The instructor
for this navigational class was a 34-year-old high school dropout by the name of
Charles J. Lunn. Charlie Lunn had first learned the art of celestial navigation aboard
freighter ships in the Caribbean and later as the navigator aboard Pan American
Airline planes flying to Europe and Asia. This book was written by one of those
young navigators, Edgar D. Whitcomb, from Hayden, Indiana. Ed Whitcomb tells
about these young comrades-in-arms and draws vivid word portraits of them as we
learn of their assignments to Air Corps units. We learn how they survived and how
some died in World War II. We learn about Ed's own pre-Pearl Harbor assignment
with the 19th Bombardment Group at Clark Field in the Philippines and the
unfortunate, and perhaps inexcusable, decision not to deploy our B-17 Flying
Fortress bombers immediately after the attack on Pearl Harbor resulting in the loss
of 40 percent of thoseaircraft as they sat parked at Clark Field when the Japanese
destroyed that vital military air base on the afternoon of 8 December 1941. Charles
J. Mott, Colonel, USAR, Retired

Moody's International Manual
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Coleoptera
The Bombard Story
Muscovite and Mandarin
This U.S. Air Force study reference, Air Force Handbook 1, The Airman Handbook,
dated 1 Oct 2017, is for enlisted Airmen studying for promotion and is applicable
for all grades. It is 581 pages, including front and back cover, and includes
chapters 1-25 and attachments (but not the MKTS). All interior pages are black and
white (no color pictures or charts). Produced by FreePDG.com.

Air Force Handbook 1: The Airman Handbook
Publishers' Circular
Liste des publications québécoises ou relatives au Québec établie par la
Bibliothèque nationale du Québec.
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Grave Misfortune: The USS Indianapolis Tragedy
The Illustrated London News
Includes authors, titles, subjects.

READER'S DIGEST CONDENSED BOOKS VOLUME II 1968 SPRING
SELECTIONS
A narrative analysis of the complex evolution of the Continental Army, with the
lineages of the 177 individual units that comprised the Army, and fourteen charts
depicting regimental organization.

The Sandler Collection
In this book, Dr. Andras Sobester reviews the science behind high altitude flight. He
takes the reader on a journey that begins with the complex physiological questions
involved in taking humans into the "death zone." How does the body react to
falling ambient pressure? Why is hypoxia (oxygen deficiency associated with low
air pressure) so dangerous and why is it so difficult to 'design out' of aircraft, why
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does it still cause fatalities in the 21st century? What cabin pressures are air
passengers and military pilots exposed to and why is the choice of an appropriate
range of values such a difficult problem? How do high altitude life support systems
work and what happens if they fail? What happens if cabin pressure is lost
suddenly or, even worse, slowly and unnoticed? The second part of the book
tackles the aeronautical problems of flying in the upper atmosphere. What loads
does stratospheric flight place on pressurized cabins at high altitude and why are
these difficult to predict? What determines the maximum altitude an aircraft can
climb to? What is the 'coffin corner' and how can it be avoided? The history of
aviation has seen a handful of airplanes reach altitudes in excess of 70,000 feet what are the extreme engineering challenges of climbing into the upper
stratosphere? Flying high makes very high speeds possible -- what are the practical
limits? The key advantage of stratospheric flight is that the aircraft will be 'above
the weather' - but is this always the case? Part three of the book investigates the
extreme atmospheric conditions that may be encountered in the upper
atmosphere. How high can a storm cell reach and what is it like to fly into one?
How frequent is high altitude 'clear air' turbulence, what causes it and what are its
effects on aircraft? The stratosphere can be extremely cold - how cold does it have
to be before flight becomes unsafe? What happens when an aircraft encounters
volcanic ash at high altitude? Very high winds can be encountered at the lower
boundary of the stratosphere - what effect do they have on aviation? Finally, part
four looks at the extreme limits of stratospheric flight. How high will a winged
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aircraft will ever be able to fly? What are the ultimate altitude limits of ballooning?
What is the greatest altitude that you could still bail out from? And finally, what are
the challenges of exploring the stratospheres of other planets and moons? The
author discusses these and many other questions, the known knowns, the known
unkonwns and the potential unknown unknowns of stratospheric flight through a
series of notable moments of the recent history of mankind's forays into the upper
atmospheres, each of these incidents, accidents or great triumphs illustrating a
key aspect of what makes stratospheric flight aviation at the limit.

The Ultimate Sniper
In over 1700 entries, Canada's leading historians draw on the latest scholarship to
describe and analyse events in Canada's political, military, social, economic,
cultural and intellectual history.

Jane's All the World's Aircraft
Aviation Week & Space Technology
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On Celestial Wings
Working People in Alberta traces the history of labour in Alberta from the period of
First Nations occupation to the present. Drawing on over two hundred interviews
with labour leaders, activists, and ordinary working people, as well as on archival
records, the volume gives voice to the people who have toiled in Alberta over the
centuries. In so doing, it seeks to counter the view of Alberta as a one-class, oneparty, one-ideology province, in which distinctions between those who work and
those who own are irrelevant. Workers from across the generations tell another
tale, of an ongoing collective struggle to improve their economic and social
circumstances in the face of a dominant, exploitative elite. Their stories are set
within a sequential analysis of provincial politics and economics, supplemented by
chapters on women and the labour movement and on minority workers of colour
and their quest for social justice. Published on the occasion of the 100th
anniversary of the Alberta Federation of Labour, Working People in Alberta
contrasts the stories of workers who were union members and those who were not.
In its depictions of union organizing drives, strikes, and working-class life in cities
and towns, this lavishly illustrated volume creates a composite portrait of the men
and women who have worked to build and sustain the province of Alberta.

Canadiana
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Through revised text, new photos, specialised illustrations, updated charts and
additional information sidebars, The Ultimate Sniper once again thoroughly details
the three great skill areas of sniping; marksmanship, fieldcraft and tactics.

Bibliographie du Québec
Book Review Index
The more mobile an armed force becomes, the more rugged the terrain it
encounters, or the more widely the force is deployed, the greater becomes the
difficulty of securing and maintaining rapid, completely linked communications. In
the U.S. Army the Signal Corps is the agency charged with developing, procuring,
and furnishing signal equipment to overcome the difficulties mentioned above. In
an age of swift and startling progress in electronics, this phase of its mission
demands that it keep abreast of scientific advances at home and abroad and
maintain close ties with civilian laboratories and industry in order to take
advantage of their capabilities. This volume traces the course which the Signal
Corps followed between the first and second world wars, a period of planning and
preparation. Others to follow will recount the testing of the Corps' organization and
equipment, and the results achieved at home and overseas. The author has dealt
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with the subject on a chronological basis, instead of following the topical treatment
used in other technical service volumes. This broad-front approach has enabled
him to weave into one pattern the many activities in which the Signal Corps was
simultaneously engaged. The reader can here follow from birth the history of Army
radar and mobile radio, the first steps taken in the conversion of the civilian
communications industry to war production, the expansion of training facilities,
and the beginnings of the far-flung communications network that eventually
encircled the globe. He will see the uncertainties of planning and the difficulties of
organization incident to rapidly changing conditions, meager appropriations, and
the clash of interest within the military household. These and many other matters
showing human beings and institutions under pressure are replete with
significance to us who must live in a turbulent world where revolution tends to
have the upper hand over evolution.

The Gûlistân, Or Rose Garden
This book offers a comprehensive look at an industry that plays a growing role in
motor vehicle production in the United States.

The Signal Corps
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The American Booksellers Guide
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